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There  has  been  much  interest  recently  in the  relationship  between  economic  conditions  and  mortality,
with  some  studies  showing  that  mortality  is  pro-cyclical,  while  others  find  the  opposite.  Some suggest
that  the  aggregation  level  of analysis  (e.g.  individual  vs.  regional)  matters.  We  use  both  individual  and
aggregated  data  on a  sample  of  20–64  year-old  Swedish  men  from  1993  to 2007.  Our  results  show  that  the
association  between  the  business  cycle  and  mortality  does not  depend  on the  level  of  analysis:  the  sign
and magnitude  of  the parameter  estimates  are  similar  at the  individual  level  and  the aggregate  (county)
level;  both  showing  pro-cyclical  mortality.

© 2018  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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. Introduction

There is a renewed interest in the relationship between mor-
ality and economic conditions. Since the work by Ruhm (2000),
howing that mortality increases in good economic times, many
tudies have attempted to replicate the findings using different

atasets, different methods, and different outcomes of health and
ealth behaviors. Their results are mixed, with some findings sup-
orting the idea that health deteriorates, or mortality increases,

∗ Corresponding author at: Health Economics Unit, Department of Clinical Sci-
nces, Malmö, Lund University, Sweden.

E-mail address: johannes.e.lissdaniels@gmail.com (J. Lissdaniels).
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/).
with improvements in economic conditions (see e.g. Gerdtham and
Ruhm, 2006; Neumayer, 2004; Tapia Granados, 2005, 2008), while
others find the opposite (see e.g. Gerdtham and Johannesson, 2005;
Svensson, 2007; Economou et al., 2008).

One of the differences between these studies is the level of anal-
ysis: studies using aggregate (macro-level) data tend to find that
mortality is pro-cyclical (e.g. Ruhm, 2000; Gerdtham and Ruhm,
2006; Neumayer, 2004), whereas studies that use individual-
level (micro) data tend to find the opposite (e.g. Gerdtham and
Johannesson, 2005). Using both micro- and macro-level data,

Edwards (2008) finds evidence of pro-cyclicality on the aggre-
gated data, while the individual-level analyses provide more mixed
results, finding different relationships for different subgroups. This
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ould suggest that the level of analysis plays a crucial role in esti-
ating the relationship between mortality and the business cycle.1

Many factors may  be able to explain this. A useful starting point
s the observation that if we use the same data for the micro level as
or the macro level, and if in each case we only use covariates that
re quantified at the macro level, notably the cyclical indicator, then
he estimated regression coefficients are identical for both levels of
nalysis. Thus, only the inclusion of covariates in the micro-level
nalysis that vary at the micro level can lead to differences between
he micro and macro point-estimates. With such covariates, a range
f issues may  create a difference between the micro-estimate and
he estimate from a macro-level analysis that uses averages of the

icro-level covariates as explanatory variables. For example, these
ovariates may  contain measurement errors at the individual level
r their values may  be endogenous at the individual level. Misspec-
fications of the functional form of the model equations may  also
ause estimates to differ by level, especially if the business-cycle
ffect is heterogeneous across individuals.2

Of course, if both estimates of the coefficient of interest are iden-
ical then this does not rule out that both are equally biased. This can
appen in the absence of additional relevant covariates, for exam-
le if for some reason the years with recessions in the observation
indow overrepresent birth cohorts with adverse unobserved sys-

ematic health features. This provides a justification for teasing out
ny systematic trend from the time series of the macroeconomic
ndicator. (As a by-product of our paper, we therefore provide sen-
itivity analyses based on this idea, see Section 5.3.).

Our paper explores the role of aggregation in more detail on a
arge dataset. Using a random sample from the entire Swedish male
opulation aged 20–64 between 1993 and 2007, we  examine the
elationship between transitory changes in economic conditions
nd individual as well as regional (county-level) mortality. We  focus
n the question of how accurately models using aggregate data infer
ffects of the business cycle on mortality at the individual level by
omparing the analyses on the same underlying data, estimated
t both levels. Our results at the individual level show evidence of
ro-cyclicality, with temporary downturns in economic conditions
ecreasing mortality. These findings are robust to the inclusion of

 set of covariates. We  then collapse the data to the county-level
nd run the same analyses. The estimates on the aggregated data
oth share sign and yield similar magnitudes of the parameter esti-
ates, suggesting that aggregate data indeed adequately infer the

ndividual-level association between business cycles and mortal-
ty. Our analyses hence show that estimates of the relationship
etween mortality and the business cycle are not sensitive to the

evel at which the dependent variable is measured. This finding
uggests that it is not the different levels of analyses that are likely
o be driving some of the conflicting results found in the existing
iterature.

Our individual-level analyses show evidence of pro-cyclical

ortality, driven by 20–44 year old men, with no significant effects

mong those aged 45–64. The subgroup analyses reveal a social gra-
ient in the response to macro-economic fluctuations in that the

1 An exception is Haaland and Telle (2015) who find that mortality is pro-cyclical
oth at the aggregate regional level as well as at the individual level. As we shall
xplain, they use slightly different aggregate cyclical measures than most studies.
indo (2015) emphasizes the importance of the geographical level of aggregation
sed to capture aggregate economic conditions. Throughout the current paper we
tick to the county level as the relevant unit.

2 Also, it is clear that the estimates may  end up being different if different data
ources are used for covariates at different aggregation levels, especially if the
bserved values at the macro level do not correspond to the aggregates of the
bserved micro-level values. Likewise, estimates may  differ if aggregated versions
f covariates at the individual level are omitted in the macro-level analysis. This
ay  concern e.g. region-specific fixed effects. These explanations may  explain some

ndings in the literature, but in our analyses they are ruled out by construction.
lth Economics 56 (2017) 61–70

business cycle effect on mortality is present only among those in
the lowest income quintile and among those with low education.

The structure of our paper is as follows: Section 2 gives the
background to the study and discusses some of the existing litera-
ture. We  set out our methodology in Section 3, where we  present
an approach for comparing individual and county-level business
cycle estimates. We  describe the data in Section 4. The results are
presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2. Background and literature

Various mechanisms have been suggested to explain why  mor-
tality may  respond to fluctuations in the business cycle. Broadly
speaking, however, the arguments that have been put forward for
pro-cyclical mortality are similar to those for counter-cyclical mor-
tality. For example, risky behaviors such as binge drinking and
smoking have been argued to increase in economic expansions
(Ruhm and Black, 2002; Dehejia and Lleras-Muney, 2004), as well
as in economic downturns (Dee, 2001; Sullivan and von Wachter,
2009; Eliason and Storrie, 2009; Cotti et al., 2015; Hollingsworth
et al., 2017). Similarly, although individuals may  have less time
to invest in their health when the economy is doing well (Ruhm,
2000), research suggests that individuals are happier and have
a higher life satisfaction during economic booms (see e.g. Di
Tella et al., 2003). Likewise, Ruhm (2000) argues that migration
responds to local economic conditions by increasing the death
rate in areas with larger numbers of migrants due to increased
crowding, importing of disease, or unfamiliarity with the medical
infrastructure, whereas others argue that migrants are generally
high educated, healthy, and young (Kennedy et al., 2015). Finally,
some argue that (job-related) stress increases in good economic
times (Ruhm, 2000), whilst others suggest that there is more
(job-related) stress in economic downturns (Brenner and Mooney,
1983). These mechanisms can be argued to have stronger effects
on the working-age population, compared to e.g. the elderly. For
example, job-related stress mainly affects those of working age.
Likewise, the opportunity cost of leisure time increases for those
of working age during economic upturns, whereas it stays rela-
tively constant for those who are retired. Miller et al. (2009) find
that neither stress levels nor health behaviors contribute to mor-
tality fluctuations. Additionally, Cutler et al. (2016) argue that the
contemporaneous impact of strengthened economic conditions on
mortality is mixed due to a positive impact of greater income on
health and a negative impact of pollution that accompanies more
output.

Looking specifically at the relationship between macroeco-
nomic conditions and health and health behaviors (rather than
all-cause mortality), Dave and Rashad Kelly (2012) find that a one
percentage point increase in the resident state’s unemployment
rate is associated with a 3–6% reduction in the consumption of
fruits and vegetables among those who are predicted to be at high-
est risk of being unemployed. Similarly, Ásgeirsdóttir et al. (2014)
find that the Icelandic economic collapse in 2008 increased health-
compromising behaviors, including smoking and heavy drinking,
and decreased the consumption of fruit and vegetables. Tekin et al.
(2013) find only weak evidence for a relationship between health
behavior and economic activity around the time of the recent great
recession.

A recent study by Ruhm (2013) finds that the procyclical rela-
tionship in Ruhm (2000) between the business cycle and mortality
in the US has decreased in recent years. The study suggests that this

is to some extent due to increases in countercyclical usage of medi-
cation and drugs that carry risks of fatal overdoses. Case and Deaton
(2015) detect a dramatic rise in mortality among white midlife men
in the US over the past 15 years and show that it is driven by simi-
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the estimated coefficients between the individual and aggregate
level. In other words, only the inclusion of individual-level covari-
ates Xijt (and the corresponding X̄jt at the aggregate level) can lead
G.J. van den Berg et al. / Journal 

ar causes. This rise in mortality is a secular phenomenon that took
ff in the 1990s, rather than a cyclical response. Case and Deaton
2015) show that this phenomenon was absent in Sweden, which

eans that our analysis is not affected by this.
We now briefly discuss the level of aggregation used in existing

tudies. As there is a vast literature on the relationship between
ortality/health outcomes and the business cycle, we do not aim

o give a comprehensive literature review, but instead discuss some
f the key recent studies relevant to our paper. We  generally distin-
uish between two types of studies, depending on the data used:
hose using aggregated (macro) data, and those using individual-
evel (micro) data. The studies we focus on that use macro-level
panel) data generally specify a fixed effects model, where regions
countries, states or counties) are observed over a number of years
see e.g. Ruhm, 2000; Gerdtham and Ruhm, 2006; Neumayer, 2004).
hese studies model the region-year-level mortality rate as a func-
ion of a measure of economic conditions, which also varies by
egion and year. Different measures have been used, including
nemployment rates, and mean disposable incomes. The regional
nalyses then commonly control for other covariates, which are
lso averaged over regions and years, such as education (e.g. per-
entage high school dropouts, some college, college graduates), age
roups, race and income.

The studies we focus on that use micro-level data typically
bserve a panel of individuals who are followed up for a number of
ears (see e.g. Gerdtham and Johannesson, 2005; Edwards, 2008).
hey model the binary indicator denoting whether the individual
ies in that year as a function of a measure of economic condi-
ions. Similar to the macro-level analysis, the latter is measured at

 higher (e.g. state or county) level. They then commonly control
or a similar set of covariates as above, but at the individual level
e.g. education, ethnicity, income and some polynomial in age).

Many factors may  be able to explain the different, and some-
imes opposite, findings in the literature. For example, the use
f different regions, different time periods and business cycle
ndicators may  lead to different findings. Similarly, the choice of
ovariates may  affect the estimates of interest. Indeed, the stud-
es mentioned above that use individual-level data generally do
ot include higher-level fixed effects, such as those at the state,
egion, or county level. Using individual-level data for example,
eumayer (2004) finds that mortality is pro-cyclical, but that the

elationship is reversed when region fixed effects are not accounted
or. Using both aggregate and individual-level data for the period
977–2008, controlling for region fixed-effects, Haaland and Telle
2015) find that mortality is pro-cyclical both at the aggregate
regional) level as well as at the individual level. Not having access
o regional unemployment rates for the period covered, however,
eads the authors to use the number of registered unemployed in
he region divided by the working-age population in the region
ather than the labor force (those employed or seeking employ-
ent) as a proxy for regional economic conditions. The value of

his measure is lower than the regional unemployment rates, as
he working age population is larger than the labor force, which
.g. does not include students, disabled and housewives. Moreover,
ts cyclical fluctuations may  differ and may  reflect changes in the
abor force participation not related to the business cycle.

. An approach for comparing individual and county-level
usiness cycle estimates

Consider the following models for the association between the
usiness cycle and health:
Individual(micro)level : yijt = �I
j
+ �I

t + ıIBCjt + �IXijt + �ijt (1a)

Aggregate(macro)level : yjt = �A
j

+ �A
t + ıABCjt + �AX̄jt + �jt (1b)
lth Economics 56 (2017) 61–70 63

where the subscripts i, j and t refer to the individual, region and
time respectively and where X̄jt denotes the regional mean of the
individual-level covariate Xijt. The superscript refers to the indi-
vidual (I) and aggregated (A) level of analysis. The micro-level
dependent variable yijt is the binary indicator for individual i in
region j having died at time t; the macro-level dependent variable
yjt is the mortality rate (the number of deaths per 100,000 individu-
als) in region j and year t. In all models, region and year fixed effects
(�j and �t respectively) are controlled for. The variable of interest,
the business cycle (BC), is always measured at the county-level and
varies with region and year. We  follow the existing literature and
use regional unemployment rates as the business cycle measure in
our main specification. As argued by Ruhm (2000) and discussed
above, the business cycle can affect mortality and health outcomes
through its effect on individual behavior. For example, fluctuations
in macroeconomic conditions may  affect individuals’ time use, their
health-behaviors, stress or levels of anxiety. The parameters ıI and
ıA pick up the effects of these changes in individual behavior due
to macroeconomic fluctuations.

We note that these analyses are similar to those used in the
existing literature: studies that use longitudinal individual-level
data tend to estimate models like (1a) (see e.g. Gerdtham and
Johannesson, 2005; Edwards, 2008). Due to data limitations, how-
ever, most studies use longitudinal aggregate data (e.g. on states,
counties or countries) to estimate models such as (1b) (see e.g.
Ruhm, 2000; Gerdtham and Ruhm, 2006; Neumayer, 2004). As the
business cycle is hypothesized to affect health outcomes (mortality)
through its effect on individual behavior, our preferred model for
estimating the association between the business cycle and mortal-
ity is the one at the individual level, i.e. (1a). Studies using aggregate
data that estimate models such as (1b) and aim to draw conclusions
about individual-level association between the business cycle and
mortality can at best replicate the estimates of models like (1a). A
natural question that arises is how accurately the aggregate data
can infer effects of the business cycle on mortality at the individual
level; that is, how good of an approximation ıA is of ıI in terms of
sharing sign and magnitude of parameter estimates.

We start by estimating the following models:

Individual(micro)level : yijt = ˛I
j
+ ˇI

t + �IBCjt + eijt (2a)

Aggregate(macro)level : yjt = ˛A
j

+ ˇA
t + �ABCjt + ejt (2b)

where the subscripts i, j and t again refer to the individual, region
(county) and time respectively. To allow for comparability between
the models, the underlying data of the two  specifications are iden-
tical, where (2b) is estimated on the micro data that has been
collapsed to the regional level. In addition, to allow for a compari-
son of the magnitude of the model-coefficients, we  estimate (2a) as
a logit model, and (2b) as a Generalised Linear Model (GLM) using
a logit link function with a Bernoulli distribution. In both analyses,
we cluster the standard errors by region.3 Hence, the estimates of
the coefficients � in (2a) and (2b) are identical with this estimation
procedure, since variation at the region-year level

(
BCjt

)
cannot

explain variation at the individual level
(

yijt

)
within regions and

years. For the same reason, inclusion of additional covariates that
are quantified at the aggregate level will not lead to differences in
3 We observe a relatively small number of regions (21 counties). Even with
cluster-robust standard errors, Wald tests tend to over-reject, the extent of which
depends on how few clusters there are, as well as the data and model used, which
should be taken into account when interpreting the results. For more information
on  cluster-robust inference, we  refer the reader to Cameron and Miller (2015).
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Fig. 1. County-specific trends in all-cause mortality by age group.
Notes: The figures show the county-level mortality rates over time by age group. The thick solid line is the average across the 21 counties.
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tion both within and between counties. The mortality rate over
time, averaged over the 21 counties, is presented by the thick
Fig. 2. Trends in county-level unemployment rates. Notes: The figu

o differences between the micro and macro point-estimates. As we
xplained in detail in the introduction, this is a useful starting point
o discuss various explanations for why results may  vary with the
egree of aggregation.

To proceed, we add covariates to the model, arriving at mod-
ls (1a) and (1b) introduced above; that is, the models typically
sed in the literature. Employing models (2a) and (2b), yielding

dentical parameter estimates, provides a common point of refer-
nce for the parameter estimates which in turn allows us to study
he extent of similarity between the models once further covari-
tes are added. With this methodology we aim to close in on an
nswer to the question of how accurately models using aggregate
ata infer effects of the business cycle on mortality at the individual

evel.

. Data

The analyses are mainly based on data from Statistics Sweden
population data) and the National Board of Health and Welfare
mortality). The main source of data from Statistics Sweden is the
atabase “Longitudinal integration database for health insurance
nd labor market studies” (LISA by Swedish acronym), 1993–2007.
he LISA database presently holds annual registers since 1990 and

ncludes all individuals from 16 years of age and older that were
egistered in Sweden as of December 31 for each year. The database
ntegrates existing data from the labor market, educational and
ocial sectors. LISA is updated each year with a new annual reg-
ster. We  use a 20% random sample of the total male population in
ow the average county-level unemployment rates over time by age group.

Sweden, aged 20–64,4 located in the 21 counties of Sweden. Clearly,
the majority of deaths in the population occur above age 64. How-
ever, most of the mechanisms that have been suggested to explain
why mortality responds to fluctuations in the business cycle (see
Section 2) suggest that it is people within the labor force who are
affected, rather than retired people. In Sweden in our data window,
almost nobody stayed in the labor force after age 65 (contrary to
the US). This therefore suggests that, in the case of Sweden, the
mortality response to business cycle fluctuations can be expected
to be concentrated among those of working-age. In addition to the
individual-level data, county-level macroeconomic data on unem-
ployment rates is collected from Statistics Sweden.

The upper part of Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics on
mortality for the two age groups we consider. The mean mortal-
ity rate for 20–44 and 45–64 year old Swedish men, averaged over
all years, is 0.0009 and 0.0054; or 90 and 540 deaths per 100,000
population, respectively.

Fig. 1 shows the county-specific mortality rates for the two age
groups over our observation period, showing considerable varia-
4 Our access to these data is restricted to the male working-age population; we
therefore cannot show similar analyses on the female population, or on different
age groups. As the majority of deaths occur in the elderly population, the focus on
20–64 year olds inevitably includes a more limited number of deaths. However, as
we discuss below, the working-age population is a very relevant group to study, in
particular in Sweden.
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Table  1
Descriptive statistics on individual characteristics; mean (standard deviation).

Age 20–44 Age 45–64 Alive Dead

Dependent variable
All-cause mortality rate 0.0009 (0.0004) 0.0054 (0.0010)

Covariates
Age 32.27 (7.01) 53.92 (5.61) 41.51 (12.52) 53.15 (10.03)
9–12  years education 0.678 (0.46) 0.529 (0.49) 0.61 (0.48) 0.55 (0.49)
13–15 years education 0.155 (0.36) 0.103 (0.30) 0.133 (0.34) 0.07 (0.25)
16+  years education 0.129 (0.33) 0.146 (0.35) 0.137 (0.34) 0.074 (0.26)
Employed 0.875 (0.33) 0.825 (0.37) 0.85 (0.35) 0.55 (0.49)
Single 0.652 (0.47) 0.1943 (0.39) 0.456 (0.49) 0.35 (0.47)
Divorced 0.051 (0.22) 0.170 (0.37) 0.102 (0.30) 0.23 (0.42)
Widowed 0.001 (0.02) 0.013 (0.11) 0.006 (0.07) 0.01 (0.13)
Family income (x100, in SEK) 2529 (5463) 3110 (5268) 2780 (5395) 2107 (1981)
#  Days PT unemployed per year 3.61 (28.12) 2.013 (22.91) 2.93 (26.05) 1.39 (17.61)
Registration at AF per year 3.36 (24.89) 2.987 (26.47) 3.19 (25.53) 6.56 (38.39)
#  Days unemployed per year 25.81 (65.15) 14.85 (56.58) 21.12 (61.86) 19.98 (63.86)

Number of individuals 499 594 380 586 709 973 22 245

Notes: reference categories are less than nine years education and married. The variable “Registration at AF per year” represents a registration for at least one of the following
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We  now turn to the county-level analysis, using the mortality
rate at the county-year as the dependent variable. The measure of
ve  sub-variables: Number of days unemployed, part time unemployed, registered
ndividuals living in Sweden’s 21 counties over a 15-year period.

olid line, showing a slight reduction over time, particularly for
5–64 year olds.

Fig. 2 presents individual-level unemployment status collapsed
o the county-level by age group over our observation period. As
hown, there is much variability both between counties and within
ounties across time. There is a clear cyclical pattern, particularly
or unemployment among the younger age group. This shows a fall
n unemployment rates in the late 1990s/early 2000s, with a rise in
nemployment rates towards the middle of the 2000s.

The lower part of Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics on
he covariates, including individual age, educational level (less than

 years of education, 9–12 years, 13–15 years, or 16+ years), family
ncome (in 100 s SEK), binary indicators for being employed, being
ingle/cohabiting, married, divorced and widowed, the number of
ays spent in part-time unemployment, full-time unemployment,
nd used to retrain for other jobs. We  also observe and control
or the industry the individual is employed in (not shown here).
olumns 1 and 2 show the descriptive statistics for the 20% ran-
om sample distinguishing between the two age groups (20–44 and
5–64 year olds). Columns 3 and 4 show the summary statistics for
he sample that is alive and those who die within our observation
eriod.

The average age among those alive is 41.5 and it is 53 among
hose who die. About 87% of the younger age group are employed
hereas 5 percentage points less are employed among those of

5–64 years of age.

. Results

We start by presenting our results from the individual-level
nalysis, as in Eq. (2a), distinguishing between the two age groups.
ext, we present the findings from the county-level analysis, col-

apsing the individual-level data to the county-level.

.1. Individual-level analysis

Table 2 shows the findings for the analyses at the individual-
evel. Our baseline measure of economic conditions is regional
nemployment rates. The robustness of the results to different

usiness cycle indicators is shown below (Section 5.3). We  report
he results controlling for county and year fixed effects as well as
ounty-specific time trends, though the findings are robust to the
xclusion of county-specific time trends.
ployment services, labor market activities or activity studies. The sample covers

Column 1 in Table 2 shows the raw correlation between
individual-level mortality and economic conditions for 20–44 year
old men, controlling only for county and year fixed effects and
county-specific time trends. Column 4 shows the same analysis for
the 45–64 year old group of men.

The findings indicate a pro-cyclical association between
individual-level mortality and economic conditions for the younger
age group, although significant only at the 10 percent significance
level. A one standard deviation increase in county unemploy-
ment is associated with an odds of dying of 0.875 (e−0.1232) for
20–44 year olds, or a reduction in mortality of 12%.5 For 45–64 year
olds, the parameter estimate has a positive sign and is not sig-
nificant. Columns 2 and 5 then account for age, educational level
and dummies for marital status. As such, the model comprises
the demographic covariates typically controlled for in the litera-
ture on business cycles and mortality (Ruhm, 2000). Controlling
for these individual-level background characteristics produces esti-
mates similar in magnitude to those in column 1 and 4 for both age
groups. In columns 3 and 6 the control strategy goes one step fur-
ther compared to what covariates that are typically controlled for
by in addition including employment controls in terms of employ-
ment status, the number of days in the year that the individual
is in part-time unemployment, in full-time unemployment, and
retraining for other jobs and dummies indicating the industry the
individual is employed in, as well as family income. The parameter
estimate for age group 20–44 increases somewhat in magnitude
and remains significant at the 10 per cent level. Similar to the first
specification presented in column 1, a standard deviation increase
in unemployment is associated with a 13% reduction in mortal-
ity. Colum (6) indicates that mortality among men in age group
45–64 is not influenced by the economic conditions. Hence, the
findings suggest that macroeconomic conditions mainly affect the
younger working-age population, rather than those closer to retire-
ment.

5.2. County-level analysis
5 That is, a 12% reduction in the odds of dying, calculated as 1 −
e(coefficient estimatex standard deviation of variable).
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Table 2
Individual-level analyses with unemployment rate as business cycle indicator.

20–44 year olds 45–64 year olds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

County-level measure of the business cycle −6.999* −7.004* −7.363* 1.663 1.555 1.516
(4.023) (3.986) (4.082) (1.567) (1.565) (1.483)

Log-Likelihood −31649 −30663 −29690 −113777 −108827 −106609
Region and year fixed effects and regional time trends Y Y Y Y Y Y
Individual age, education, marital status N Y Y N Y Y
Individual employment and income N N Y N N Y

Notes: The measure of the business cycle is regional unemployment rates. Individual employment controls in column (3) and (6) refer to employment status, number of days
in  unemployment, retraining and industry employed in. The panel consists of 21 counties and 15 years where number of (individual*year) observations for 20–44 year olds
is  4. 538. 832 and for 45–64 year olds 3. 398.161. Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered by county. * p < 0.10; **p < 0.05;***p < 0.01.

Table  3
County-level analyses with unemployment rate as business cycle indicator.

20–44 year olds 45–64 year olds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

County-level measure of the business cycle −6.999* −5.581* −7.675** 1.663 2.316 2.306
(4.023) (3.274) (3.289) (1.567) (1.645) (1.813)

Log-Likelihood −1.923 −1.923 −1.922 −8.861 −8.860 −8.859
Region and year fixed effects and regional time trends Y Y Y Y Y Y
Regional mean age, education, marital status N Y Y N Y Y
Regional income trend and employment controls N N Y N N Y

Notes: The measure of the business cycle is regional unemployment rates. Regional employment controls in column (3) and (6) refer to county-level collapsed individual
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component BCt from the observed time series. To this end, we use
the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter. In this context, one advantage of
umber  of days in unemployment, retraining and industry employed in. Regional
onsists of 21 counties and 15 years where number of (region*year) observations for
lustered by county. * p < 0.10; **p < 0.05;***p < 0.01.

conomic conditions remains the same as that above. Table 3 below
resents the results for the county-level analyses, with columns
–3 showing the estimates for the group of 20–44 year olds, and
olumns 4–6 showing that for 45–64 year olds.

With the same underlying data to that used in the analyses pre-
ented in Table 2, but collapsed to the county-level, the estimates
n columns 1 and 4 are identical to the individual-level findings
escribed above (i.e. columns 1 and 4 of Table 2); hence again indi-
ating a pro-cyclical association between mortality and economics
onditions for men  of 20–44 years of age.

Turning to columns 2 and 4, covariates of mean regional
emographics are introduced as control variables. As shown, the
arameter estimates share the same sign and are rather close in
agnitude to those in the individual-level analysis. Column 3 and

 add individual-level employment and income controls collapsed
o the county level. In order to avoid including covariates that

ay themselves capture the business cycle effect however, regional
mployment is excluded from model, as this is clearly highly cor-
elated to our measure of economic activity. The cyclical variation
n regional income is teased out of the collapsed individual-level
ncome so that the variables only account from the trend in mean
egional income using the HP filter. Compared to specification 2
nd 4 the estimates increase somewhat in magnitude while the
ffects become significant at the 5 percent level for 20–44 year olds.

 one standard deviation increase in unemployment is associated
ith a 13 percent reduction in mortality. In other words, mor-

ality is significantly pro-cyclical among the younger working-age
opulation, while the effect is absent among the population closer
o retirement. Our analyses suggest indeed that using aggregate
egional-level data accurately captures the association between the
usiness cycle and mortality at the individual level.

.3. Extended analysis on cyclical variation
Most studies in the business cycle and health nexus literature
ely on levels of macroeconomic time series as indicators of the
usiness cycle; for example (the level of) the unemployment rate
e refers to trend in mean regional income obtained from the HP filter. The panel
4 year olds as well as 45–64 year olds is 315. Robust standard errors in parentheses,

(e.g. see Ruhm, 2000). In the macroeconomic literature however,
the business cycle is defined as short-run fluctuations in economic
activity around a long-term economic trend (see e.g. Sorensen and
Whitta-Jacobsen, 2010). This definition states that there are (at
least) two forces at play in most macroeconomic time series, as
opposed to one (that is, as opposed to just the level of the variable).
We  capture these distinctly different behaviors in the observed
macroeconomic time series, denoted Et, using an additive model
in which the time series is modeled as the sum of the two basic
components: the time series long-run trend Tt and its short-run
cyclical fluctuations BCt:

Et = Tt + BCt (3)

Thus, the observed macroeconomic time series is decomposed
as the sum of a trend component Tt and a cyclical component BCt;
with the cyclical component BCt representing the business cycle.
Relying on Et as the business cycle indicator may  be troublesome
as it includes in addition to the cyclical variation also the contribu-
tion of the time series trend component Tt, that includes variation
from sources unrelated to the business cycle, notably effects of
secular changes in society, or slow modifications in how unemploy-
ment is defined or measured, confounding the measurement of the
business cycle. In the following sensitivity analyses, we therefore
identify the business cycle using solely the cyclical BCt compo-
nent.

Note that we do not observe the cyclical and trend component of
the macroeconomic indicator directly. We  therefore need a method
that allows us to tease out the trend component Tt and the cyclical
using the official unemployment rate data from Statistics Sweden,
rather than collapsing the individual-level unemployment indica-
tor, is that the former cover a longer time series, which allows us to
run the HP filter on a longer time interval (1976–2014), increasing
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Fig. 3. County-level trends and cycles in unemployment rates.
Notes: The figures show the county-level trends and cycles in unemployment rates obtained from the HP filter over time. Data on county-level unemployment rates is
obtained from Statistics Sweden.

Table 4
Robustness analyses at the individual-level, using different business cycle indicators.

20–44 year olds 45–64 year olds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Individual-level analysis
Measure of the business cycle, cyclical unemployment rate (HP � = 100) −8.047* −7.967** −8.207** 1.436 1.549 1.512

(4.106) (4.058) (4.135) (1.759) (1.806) (1.721)
Log-Likelihood −31649 −30663 −29690 −113777 −108827 −106609

Panel  B: Individual-level analysis
Measure of the business cycle, cyclical unemployment rate (HP � = 6.25) −8.487** −8.360** −8.314** 1.589 1.743 1.821

(4.283) (4.209) (4.222) (2.095) (2.128) (2.093)
Log-Likelihood −31649 −30664 −29691 −113777 −108827 −106609

Region and year fixed effects and regional time trends Y Y Y Y Y Y
Individual age, education, marital status N Y Y N Y Y
Individual employment and income N N Y N N Y

Notes: The measure of the business cycle is obtained from the HP filter on regional unemployment rates. (HP) refers to the value of the smoothing parameter in the HP filter.
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f  21 counties and 15 years where number of (individual*year) observations for 20
arentheses, clustered by county. * p < 0.10; **p < 0.05;***p < 0.01.

he accuracy of the filter.6 Moreover, using official unemployment
ates, rather than collapsing the individual-level unemployment
ndicator, circumvents the problem of having to measure which of
he non-working individuals are a member of the labor force and
hich are not. The estimated cycles and trends of the HP filter using

ounty-level unemployment rates are presented in Fig. 3 using a
moothing parameter of 100 and 6.25 respectively; the means and
tandard deviations of our business cycle measures are shown in
ppendix A in Table A1. A smoothing parameter of 6.25 is sug-
ested by Ravn and Uhlig (2002) for annual data. However, plotting
he estimates using this smaller smoothing parameter shows clear
yclicality in the trend estimates, as shown in the right panel of
ig. 3, suggesting it is not sufficient to smooth out all cyclicality.
ur preferred specification therefore applies more smoothing.

A sharp improvement (i.e. reduction) in cyclical unemployment
s shown from the early 1990s until early 2000s after which cycli-
al unemployment increases for a few years to drop again after
005. The smooth lines show that the county-level trends during
he observation period are similar across all counties, albeit the

evels of the trends differ across regions.

Table 4 presents the estimates from the individual-level analy-
es. We  test the robustness of the results using our measures of the

6 The HP filter output is unreliable near the endpoints of the data set. Increasing
he observation window around our period of interest (1993–2007) in the macroe-
onomic county dataset deals with this.
r of days in unemployment, retraining and industry employed in. The panel consists
ear olds is 4. 538. 832 and for 45–64 year olds 3.398.161 Robust standard errors in

business cycle where the cycle component is extracted from the
unemployment rates.

Panel A displays the results using the cyclical component
extracted using a smoothing parameter of 100. The findings are
similar to those presented in Table 2 in terms of sharing sign albeit
the magnitude of the parameters estimates differ somewhat. The
level of significance is higher in column (2) and (3) compared to
when unemployment rates are used as a measure of economic
conditions. A one standard deviation increase in cyclical unem-
ployment is associated with an odds of dying of 0.881 (e−0.155) for
20–44 year olds, or a reduction in mortality of 12%

In panel B we show that the results are robust to applying less
smoothening (� = 6.25 as suggested by Ravn and Uhlig, 2002), in
which a lower weight is to given to the trend. A standard deviation
increase in cyclical unemployment is associated with a reduction
in mortality for 20–44 year olds by approximately 7% (i.e. an odds
of dying of 0.933 (or e(−8.314 × 0.0082) = e−0.068), where 0.0082 is the
standard deviation of cyclical unemployment taken from Table A1
in the Appendix A). However, as indicated in Fig. 3, displaying the
HP filter outcomes using this smaller smoothing parameter, the
trend estimates clearly contain cyclical variation hence absorbing
information of the business cycle that we wish to capture by the
cyclical component; again, suggesting such value of the smoothing

parameter is not sufficient to smooth out all cyclicality in this case.
Our preferred measure of the business cycle is therefore the one
presented in panel A.
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Table 5
Robustness analyses at the county-level, using different business cycle indicators.

20–44 year olds 45–64 year olds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: County-level analysis
Measure of the business cycle, cyclical unemployment rate (HP 100) −8.047* −6.155* −7.614** 1.436 2.154 2.212

(4.106) (3.485) (3.632) (1.759) (1.809) (1.957)
Log-Likelihood −1.923 −1.923 −1.922 −8.861 −8.860 −8.859

Panel B: County-level analysis
Measure of the business cycle, cyclical unemployment rate (HP 6.25) −8.487** −7.408* −8.775** 1.589 2.308 2.769

(4.283) (3.958) (4.269) (2.095) (2.125) (2.369)
Log-Likelihood −1.923 −1.923 −1.922 −8.861 −8.860 −8.859

Region and year fixed effects and regional time trends Y Y Y Y Y Y
Regional mean age, education, marital status N Y Y N Y Y
Regional income trend and employment controls N N Y N N Y

Notes: The measure of the business cycle is obtained from the HP filter on regional unemployment rates. (HP) refers to the value of the smoothing parameter in the HP
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n.  Regional income refers to trend in mean regional income obtained from the H
bservations for 20–44 year olds as well as 45–64 year olds is 315. Robust standard

Table 5 above presents the results using cyclical variation as
 measure of the business cycle, estimated on the region-year
evel data. Similar to Table 4, panels A and B specify the business
ycle based on cyclical unemployment rates with a smoothing
arameter of 100 and 6.25 respectively. The estimates confirm our
arlier analyses: with identical estimates in columns 1 and 4 to
hose in Table 4 (by construction), providing us with a reference
oint for comparing estimates of subsequent models, we find that
ortality is pro-cyclical, accounting for regional economic activity

sing measures based on cyclical unemployment rates. Once we
djust for average regional-level demographics the estimates
hange only somewhat in magnitude while sharing the same sign.
his suggests that an analysis based on aggregated region-year
evel data indeed provides adequate estimates for the individual-
evel association between the business cycle and mortality. This
lso holds when controls for individual (and their county-level
ounterparts) employment characteristics and income are added
o the models. Therefore, the inclusion of additional higher-level
ovariates that are correlated with the business cycle measure
oes not seem to confound higher-level business cycle estimates.
his would suggest that we in this context can rely on aggregated
nalyses to infer associations between the business cycle and
ortality at the individual level.

.4. Subgroup analyses

To explore whether the effect of macroeconomic conditions dif-
erentially affects different types of individuals, we  run a set of
ubgroup analyses. Table 6 presents the estimates by subgroup at
he individual level. We  show the findings for four separate income
uartiles, four education groups, by marital status, and by employ-
ent status. All analyses control for the full set of individual-level

ackground characteristics discussed above. Columns 1–4 show the
ndings for 20–44 year old men; columns 5–8 present the results

or men  aged 45–64. The results from the corresponding regional-
evel analyses are found in Table A2 in the Appendix A.

Panel A, columns 1–4, show significant pro-cyclical variation in
ortality for individuals in the lowest income quartile, with a stan-

ard deviation increase in the unemployment rate being associated
ith an 19% (e−0.209) reduction in mortality. Thus, this indicates

hat socioeconomic inequality in mortality decreases in downturns
hile it increases during economic booms. As for the two different
ge groups, the findings are consistent in that it is only the younger
ge group with 20–44 year old men  that is affected by the business
ycle. The regional-level estimates are consistent with the ones at
he individual-level, as shown in Table A2 in the Appendix A.
d individual number of days in unemployment, retraining and industry employed
r. The panel consists of 21 counties and 15 years where number of (region*year)

 in parentheses, clustered by county. * p < 0.10; **p < 0.05;***p < 0.01.

The analyses by education, presented in Panel B, show a similar
pattern in that a business cycle effect is only present in the lower
age group, and only for those with 9–12 years of education.

Panel C presents the results for subgroups based on marital
status. The findings show that the pro-cyclical effect indicated by
prior analyses is present only for single 20–44 year olds. Interest-
ingly, a counter-cyclical effect is visible for divorced 45–64 year
olds, but the effect is rather small. Of course, marital status can
be affected by the expectation of future mortality, and therefore
these results should be interpreted with caution. The same applies
to the analysis by employment status. We  find that mortality among
unemployed 20–44 year olds is sensitive to variations in the busi-
ness cycle. There is no effect among the 45–64 year olds, confirming
that economic conditions do not affect mortality in this age group.
At the regional-level however, Table A.2 in the Appendix A, there
is no significant effect on singles, while it is among the employed
a significant association between the business cycle and mortal-
ity is found. These results stand out in our analyses in that there
is a discrepancy between the individual-level and regional-level
estimates of the association between economic conditions and
mortality.

Overall, the subgroup analyses thus find a social gradient in the
response to macro-economic fluctuations for younger individuals
in that the business cycle effect on mortality is present only among
those in the lowest income quintile and among those with low
education.

6. Conclusion

There has been a renewed interest in the relationship between
economic conditions and mortality. The literature provides mixed
evidence, with some studies finding support for the suggestion that
mortality increases with improvements in economic conditions,
and others finding the opposite. One of the differences between
these studies is level of analysis: studies using aggregated data
tend to find that mortality is pro-cyclical, whereas studies that use
individual-level data tend to find the opposite.

Using both individual-level and aggregated data on a sample
of Swedish working-age men sheds light on this issue. With pro-
cyclical mortality effects of similar magnitude at both the individual
level and the regional level, our analyses show that estimates of
the relationship between mortality and the business cycle are not

sensitive to the level at which the dependent variable is mea-
sured. This finding suggests that it is not the different levels of
analyses that drive some of the conflicting findings in the litera-
ture.
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Table  6
Individual-level analyses, using unemployment rate as the county-level business cycle indicator, by subgroups.

20–44 year olds 45–64 year olds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Panel A: Individual-level analysis, by income
quartiles

Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4 Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4

All-cause mortality rate 0.0018 0.0007 0.0006 0.0005 0.0107 0.0053 0.0033 0.0023
County-level measure of the business cycle,

unemployment rate
−11.02** 5.126 1.247 −21.07 1.711 −0.734 3.639 0.478

(4.597) (8.283) (7.033) (13.46) (2.892) (3.234) (4.639) (4.922)
No.  of observations 1 134 272 1 134 667 1 134 204 1 133 241 849 543 849 500 849 121 849 381
Panel  B: Individual-level analysis, by education

group
≤ 9 years 9-12 years 13-15 years ≥15 years ≤ 9 years 9-12 years 13-15 years ≥15 years

All-cause mortality rate 0.0017 0.0010 0.0005 0.0004 0.0085 0.0052 0.0035 0.0029
County-level measure of the business cycle,

unemployment rate
1.379 −9.090** −4.131 −4.353 1.866 2.504 4.732 −7.384

(2.599) (4.216) (16.947) (12.138) (2.720) (1.674) (5.852) (6.039)
No.  of observations 161 471 3 080 290 702 556 576 716 747 278 1 799 639 352 006 498 487
Panel  C: Individual-level analysis, by marital

status
Married Single Divorced Widowed Married Single Divorced Widowed

All-cause mortality rate 0.0005 0.0094 0.0018 – 0.0038 0.0077 0.0084 0.0085
County-level measure of the business cycle,

unemployment rate
4.420 −9.763* −8.339 – 0.188 1.058 5.629* −6.941

(11.12) (5.141) (7.339) – (2.599) (3.230) (3.079) (9.292)
No.  of observations 1 339 556 2 960 500 232 506 – 2 111 764 660 482 579 717 44 582
Panel  D: Individual-level analysis, by

employment status
Unemployed Employed Unemployed Employed

All-cause mortality rate 0.0028 0.0006 0.0139 0.0036
County-level measure of the business cycle,

unemployment rate
−13.075* −3.204 0.277 2.688

(6.824) (3.850) (2.405) (1.785)
No.  of observations 564 514 3 972 266 592 774 2 805 387
Region and year fixed effects and regional time

trends
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Individual age, education, marital status Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Individual employment and income Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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or  each subgroup is presented in the table. Robust standard errors in parentheses, 

Our estimates at both the individual and regional level suggest
hat a 1 standard deviation increase in the unemployment rate
educes mortality (odds ratio) by around 12% among 20–44 year old
en. In contrast, we find no differences in mortality for 45–64 year

ld men, suggesting that the business cycle mainly affect the
ounger working-age population, rather than those closer to retire-
ent. One reason for this may  be the fact that older workers are
ore likely to have permanent positions, and with that increased

ob security. Any fluctuations in the business cycle are therefore
ess likely to affect older workers’ (e.g.) levels of stress of anxiety,
ompared to the younger working-age population. Furthermore,
e find a social gradient in the response to the business cycle, with

he lower socio-economic groups being more affected.
Our results suggest some topics for future research. First, the

esults in the paper as well as those in the literature depend on
he additive functional form for the relation between mortality and
ts determinants. It is an open question to what extent the empiri-
al findings generalize to more flexible specifications. Furthermore,
n a longitudinal setting, time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity
or an individual-specific fixed effect) leads to dynamic mortality
election over time. It is conceivable that the speed of selection
ithin a cohort depends on the state of the business cycle, lead-

ng to systematic changes in the composition of survivors. It is not
traightforward to reconcile this with the commonly used model
pecification, but it may  go some way in explaining that while we

nd strong pro-cyclical effects for the ages up to 44, the effects
re counter-cyclical and insignificant for the ages 45–65. Clearly, it
ould be interesting to explore this empirically in a more formal

ashion.
ployment controls refer to employment status, number of days in unemployment,
 number of (individual*year) observations for 20–44 year olds and 45–64 year olds

red by county. * p < 0.10; **p < 0.05;***p < 0.01.
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Appendix A. Additional Tables

Table A1
Descriptive statistics of business cycle measures.

Unemployment rate 0.0642 (0.019)

HP  100
Cyclical unemployment 0.0029 (0.0154)
Trend unemployment 0.0612 (0.0108)

HP  6.25
Cyclical unemployment 0.0013 (0.0082)
Trend unemployment 0.0628 (0.0140)
Notes: Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) of the business cycle indi-
cators. The number of counties is 21 and number of year is 15 where number of
(region*year) observations is 315.
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Table A2
Regional-level analyses, using unemployment rate as the county-level business cycle indicator, by subgroups.

20–44 year olds 45–64 year olds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Panel A: County-level analysis, by income quartiles Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4 Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4
All-cause mortality rate 0.0018 0.0007 0.0006 0.0005 0.0107 0.0053 0.0033 0.0023
County-level measure of the business cycle,
unemployment rate

−12.034** 10.806 −0,093 −23.08 1.077 −0.438 3.318 4.684

(5.245) (5.374) (9.321) (16.16) (3.52) (3.234) (4.717) (3.666)

Panel  B: County-level analysis, by education group < 9 years 9–12 years 13–15 years >15 years < 9 years 9–12 years 13–15 years >15 years
All-cause mortality rate 0.0017 0.001 0.0005 0.0004 0.0085 0.0052 0.0035 0.0029
County-level measure of the business cycle,
unemployment rate

5.888 −9.364** −1.316 −13.89 0.298 2.95 1.739 −5.699

(16.654) (3.93) (1.788) (11.506) (2.943) (2.332) (6.057) (6.116)

Panel  C: County-level analysis, by marital status Married Single Divorced Widowed Married Single Divorced Widowed
All-cause mortality rate 0.0005 0.0094 0.0018 – 0.0038 0.0077 0.0084 0.0085
County-level measure of the business cycle,
unemployment rate

9.306 −4.824 −13.062 – 1.157 −2.87 6.198* 4.017

(10.776) (4.992) (8.571) – (2.661) (3.284) (3.188) (9.798)

Panel  D: County-level analysis, by employment
status

Unemployed Employed Unemployed Employed

All-cause mortality rate 0.0028 0.0006 0.0139 0.0036
County-level measure of the business cycle,
unemployment rate

−9.112 −6.938** 0.669 3.083

(6.437) (3.541) (2.661) (2.11)
Region and year fixed effects and regional time
trends

Y  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Regional mean age, education, marital status Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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